several occasions, Jesus never blinks his eyes, leaves no footprints on the ground, and once pulls John's beard. Jesus and his disciples do not share a last supper but rather they sing a hymn and celebrate a dance ritual (chs. 94-96) . After a peculiar crucifixion episode, an ascension scene follows immediately and concludes the narrative (chs. 97-102). Finally, an exhortation (chs. 103-104) and a closing narrative frame complete the text of the gospel.
After the publication of the manuscript by M.R. James, 6 scholars' attention was directed to the possible connections between this text and the Fourth Gospel. In particular, it has been suggested that the Fourth Gospel was influenced by the Acts of John, a hypothesis that has been abandoned in subsequent scholarship.
7 During most of the twentieth century, the connection between these sources has not received much attention from scholars, including the commented edition of the Acts of John by E. Junod and J.-D. Kaestli. 8 In the last two decades, however, consensus seems to have emerged that the Acts of John used the Fourth Gospel.
9 According to R.I. Pervo, "Most of the material in AcJn 87-105 may be accounted for as intra-johannine development, as the result of fresh interpretation of and meditation upon the message contained in the [Fourth] Gospel."
10 More recently, P.J. Lalleman suggested that the common tradition of the two writings was transmitted orally, 11 and concluded that "in the AJ [Acts of John], John has become an opponent to the Gospel that bears his own name," attributing particularly the gospel section to an "ultra-Johannine group" which was "forced to combat the very Gospel [that is, the Fourth Gospel] that was formative of their thought."
12 In this essay, I will argue for a different relation between the Fourth Gospel and the GAJ. According to my hypothesis, the Fourth Gospel did not rely on the GAJ, as suggested by Corssen and Hilgenfeld, nor did the GAJ use the Fourth Gospel as a source, as maintained in recent scholarship, but rather the author(s) of the GAJ had access to a (Johannine) gospel tradition that also influenced the Fourth Gospel. In the first part of my essay, I will review the most important parallels between the GAJ and the Fourth Gospel. In
